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Doug:I would like to emphasize that all of this is preliminary, but since you had written and expressed some 

thoughts on planning/timing, here is where we are right now . . .Per our telephone conversation, the 

preliminary plan is to do the Cuba documents on Tuesday, November 18 to make use of Kermit's (and 

probably Anna's) presence following the Monday, November 17 Board meeting.  I understand that Kermit has 

an obligation with NSA on Tuesday.  I have talked to Michelle about the timing of that meeting.  We will work 

around it, if we decide that we are, in fact,  going with the Cuba documents on the 18th.The Vietnam records 

will probably be dealt with down the road.  As I mentioned, there's no reason to rush those out right away.  

We'll have a better sense of things after Jeremy and I have looked more closely at all of the documents.Thanks 

for your e-mail, your interest and your input.Tom   To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRB, Jim Goslee/ARRB From:	Douglas Horne/ARRB   Date:	10/23/97 06:42:24 PMSubject:	Media 

and Academic Exposure to Our Military Document Releases; Timing ofNovember 3-7, and 17-19 are "no good" 

for me.  Reasons: I'll be at Rochester (I think and still hope, anyway) from 2-7 Nov, inclusive.  Nov 17th is a 

Board meeting.  Nov 18th is an interview of a key witness with Kermit and Jeremy and Michelle.  Nov 19th is 

the visit by the State Department declassifier Hugh Woodward to (hopefully) declassify more documents.I 

strongly suggest, and in fact implore, that you stage your event(s) either the week of November 10-14, and/or 

November 20-21 (a Thursday and Friday), so I can be there.I think the week of Nov 10-14 is our best bet for 

the Cuba documents, and Nov 20-21 is our best bet for the Vietnam documents (which are lesser in number). 
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